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Functions of finite Dirichlet sums and 
compactifications of infinite graphs 

Tae Hattori and Atsushi Kasue 

Abstract. 

We introduce the p-resister for an infinite network and show a 
comparison theorem on the resisters for two infinite graphs of bounded 
degrees which are quasi isometric. Some geometric projections of the 
Royden p-compactifications of infinite networks are investigated and 
several observations are made in relation to geometric boundaries of 
hyperbolic networks in the sense of Gromov. In addition, a Riemann
ian manifold which is quasi isometric to the hyperbolic space form is 
constructed to illustrate a role of the bounded local geometry in study
ing points at infinity. 

§1. Introduction 

Let G = (V, E) be a connected, infinite, and locally finite graph with 
vertex set V and edge set E. (Loops and multiple edges are not admitted 
in this paper.) It is known that given a family <I> of bounded functions 
B (V) on V, there exists a compact Hausdorff space Cq, (G), unique up to 
homeomorphisms, satisfying the following properties: (1) Vis embedded 
in Cq,(G) as an open and dense subset; (2) every function of <I> extends 
to a continuous function on Cq, (G); ( 3) the extended functions separate 
the points of the boundary 8Cq, (G) = Cq, (G) \ V. For instance, we have 
the end compactification £(G) of G associated to the space of bounded 
functions on V that are locally constant outside a compact subset of V. 
We note that for two families <I> and 1.J! in B(V) with <I> C 1.J!, the identity 
map induces a continuous map from 8Cw(G) onto 8Cq,(G). 
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In this paper, we are concerned with compactifications of a graph 
relative to some spaces of functions with finite Dirichlet sums. 

Given a weight, or a positive function ron the set of edges of a con
nected, infinite, and locally finite graph G = (V, E), we have a weighted 
graph, or a network (G, r). Let L1·P(G, r) be the space of all functions f 
on the set of vertices whose Dirichlet sums of order p(> 1) with weight 
r are finite, that is, 

/df(e)/P 
Dr;p(f) = L r(e)v-l < oo, 

eEE 

where, for an edge e = jxy/ with end points x andy, we set /df(e)/ = 
/df(/xy/)/ = /f(x)- f(y)/. Then L 1·P(G,r) is a Banach space with re
spect to the norm 1/f//r;p = Dr;p(f) 11P + /f(o)/, where o E Vis a fixed 
point. Let us denote by L6'P(G,r) the closure of the set offunctions on 
V with finite support. A function on V that is locally minimizing with 
respect to Dr;p is said Dr;v-harmonic, and we denote by HL1·P(G,r) 
the set of all Dr;p-harmonic functions h on V with Dr;v(h) < +oo. 
Let BL1·P(G, r) = L1·P(G, r) n B(V). This is a Banach algebra with 
unit element 1 with respect to the norm 1/f//r;p,oo = Dr;p(/) 1/P + 1/f//oo· 
Associated to BL1·P(G,r), we have a compactification Rv(G,r) called 
the Royden p-compactification of the network (G, r) and the boundary 
ORv(G, r) = Rv(G, r) \ V is called the Royden p-boundary of (G, r). 
There is an important part of the Royden p-boundary, called the har
monic p-boundary of the network (G, r), which is defined by 

Av(G, r) := {x E 8Rv(G, r) / f(x) = 0, Vf E BL6'P(G, r)}. 

We recall further that for any function f E £ 1·P( G, r ), there exist uniquely 
hE HL1·P(G, r) and g E L6'P(G, r) such that f = h +g. (See e.g. [10], 
[12], [15] and [16] for the details on Royden compactifications.) 

On a network (G, r), each edge e is taken to be of length r(e) and 
also every finite path has its length, so that we can define a distance 
de c,r) ( x, y) between two vertices x and y by taking the infimum of the 
lengths of paths joining x andy. In this way, the network (G, r) can be 
thought as a metric space. Considering also each edge e as a continuous 
curve of length r(e), we get a locally compact, geodesic space called the 
metric graph associated to the network. 

Relative to the set offunctions fin L 1•P(G, r) such that for some fi
nite subset K, Dr;p(f) ::=; Dr;p(u) if u E L1·P(G, r) coincides with f on K, 
we have a compactification of V called the Kuramochi p-compactification 
of (G,r) and denoted by Kv(G,r). The boundary 8Kv(G,r) is called 
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the Kuramochi p-boundary of (G, r). Theidentity map of V induces a 
continuous map from cYRp(G,r) onto 8/Cp(G,r). We note that Kp(G,r) 
is metrizable, although 8Rp(G,r) is not in general. For example, the 
Kuramochi p-compactification of an infinite tree T with weight r is iden
tified with the end compactification £(T). 

Now in the case where r = 1, we simply write G for (G, 1) and the 
distance de(= dce,l)) is the graph distance of G. 

We recall here two results in [7]. 

Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) and G' = (V', E') be connected, lo
cally finite and infinite graphs with bounded degrees. Suppose that G 
and G' are quasi isometric, that is, there exists a quasi isometry ¢ : 
(V, de) --. (V', de'). Then ¢ extends to a continuous map ([; of Rp (G) 
to Rp(G') whose restriction to 8Rp(G) induces a homeomorphism tr(¢) 
between 8Rp(G) and 8Rp(G') such that tr(¢)(1::1p(G)) = f::1p(G'). More
over assigning a function h of BHL1·P(G') the unique function ry(h) of 
BHL1·P(G) whose trace tr(ry(h)) on f::1p(G) coincides with tr(h) o tr(¢) 
is bijective, and there exists a positive constant C such that 

for all hE BHL1·P(G'). When p = 2, ry induces a linear isomorphism 
between BHL1•2 (G) and BHL1•2 (G'). 

For a connected, complete, noncompact Riemannian manifold M of 
dimension n, we can define the function spaces £ 1·P(M), L6'P(M) and 
H L 1·P(M), and also the Royden p-boundary 8Rp(M) and the harmonic 
p-boundary 81::1p(M) of M, which respectively correspond to those of an 
infinite network (G,r), L 1•P(G,r), L6'P(G,r), HL 1·P(G,r), 8Rp(G,r) 
and 81::1p(G, r) (cf. [10], [11]). 

Theorem 2. Let G = (V, E) be a connected, locally finite and in
finite graphs with bounded degrees, and let M be a connected, complete 
Riemannian manifold of dimension n such that the Ricci curvature is 
bounded from below and the volume of any ball of radius one is bounded 
below by a positive constant. Suppose that (V, de) and ( M, dM) are 
quasi isometric. Then there exists a bijective correspondence C5 between 
HL1·P(G) and HL1•P(M) such that 

for some positive constant C and all h E H L 1·P( G). In the case of 
p = 2, C5 is a linear isomorphism between HL1•2 (G) and HL1•2 (M). 
Moreover for p > n, a quasi isometry ¢ : (V, de) ---7 (M, dM) induces 
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a homeomorphism between the Royden p-boundaries of G and M which 
sends the harmonic p-boundary of G to that of M. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce 
two functions related to the Green functions of a network and give a 
comparison theorem on these functions under quasi isometries. In Sec
tion 3, some projections of Royden compactifications are discussed and 
Section 4 is devoted to providing some examples of Kuramochi com
pactifications. The observations made in these two sections are found 
in [9) where the case of p = 2 is discussed. In Section 5, we illustlate a 
role of the condition of manifolds on volume of unit balls in Theorem 2 
with an example of Riemannian manifolds which are quasi isometric to 
hyperbolic space forms. 

§2. Royden compactifications 

Let G = (V, E) and r be respectively a connected, locally finite, 
infinite graph and a weight on E. Let 

M(P) (x)· =sup { lg(x)IP I g E L 1'P(G r)} x E V: 
G,r Dr;p(g) 0 ' ' ' 

We say that the network (G,r) is p-parabolic if MiJ'~(x) is infinite for 
some (and hence for all) x E V, and (G, r) is p-nonp~abolic otherwise. 

To begin with, we state some results of Yamasaki [14), [16), [17). 

Theorem 3. (1) The following three conditions are mutually equiv
alent: (i) (G,r) is p-parabolic, (ii) bop(G,r) = 0, (iii) L6'P(G,r) = 
£1,P(G, r). 

(2) Suppose that (G,r) is p-nonparabolic. Then f E L6'P(G,r) if 
f = 0 on bop(G, r). 

( 3) Suppose that 8Rp ( G, r) \ bop ( G, r) is not empty. Then any point 
of 8Rp(G, r) \ bop(G, r) is not a G0 set; in particular, ORp(G, r) is not 
metrizable. In addition, for any closed subset F c 8Rp ( G, r) \ bop ( G, r), 
there exists a function g E L6'P(G, r) such that g(x) tends to infinity as 
X E v---+ F. 

Now we have the following 

Proposition 4. The following three conditions are mutually equiv

alent: (i) MiJ',~ is bounded on V, (ii) all g E L6'P(G, r) are bounded, 

(iii) 8Rp(G, r) = bop(G, r), that is, for any bounded g E L6'P(G, r), g(x) 
tends to zero as x ---+ oo. 
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Proof. Obviously (i) or (iii) implies (ii), and in view of Theorem 3, 
(iii) follows (ii). Now we suppose that (ii) holds. Then the bounded 
inverse theorem shows that the two norms II · llr;p and II · llr;p,oo are 
equivalent in L6'P(G,r)(= BL6'P(G,r)). Therefore we have llflloo :::; 
MDr;p(f) for some positive constant M and all f E L6'P(G,r). This 

proves that supxEV MJ!,~(x):::; M. Q.E.D. 

We assign, to any pair of vertices x and y, a nonnegative number 

R?i!r(x, y) defined by 

R(p) (x y) =sup { lf(x)- f(y)IP If E L 1·P(G r) D(P)(f) ...,L o} 
G,r ' Dr;p(f) ' ' r;p r . 

We note that R?i!r 1/P is a distance on V and R?i!r(x, y) 11P :::; 

d(G,r)(x,y) 1- 11P for all x,y E V. Whenp = 2, R~:r(x,y) is called the 
effective resistance between two vertices x andy of the network (G, r), 
and it is known that R~)r itself induces a distance on V called the re

sistance metric of (G,r).' For instance, R~~ = d(T,r)p- 1 for an infinite 
tree T with weight r. 

The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4 is valid to prove 
the following 

Proposition 5. R?i)r is bounded if and only if any u E L 1·P(G, r) 
is bounded, that is, L 1·P(G, r) = BL1·P(G, r). Moreover in these cases, 
the conditions of Proposition 4 are satisfied and 8Rp(G,r)(= .6..p(G,r)) 
is metrizable. 

We remark that if p = 2 and SUPx,yEV R~:r(x, y) is finite, then 
8R2 (G,r) coincides with 8K-2(G,r) (cf. [9]); however it is in question 
whether this would be true for any pother than 2. 

In what follows, we study the case where r = 1. 
We first notice that for p < q, Dq(f) 1 fq :::; Dp(f) 11P for all f E 

L 1·P(G). In fact, we have 

Dq(f) = L ldf(e)IP(Idf(e)IP)(q-p)fp:::; Dp(f)Dp(f)(q-p)fp = Dp(f)qfp. 
eEE 

As consequences, we get L6'P(G) C L6'q(G), L 1·P(G) C L 1•q(G) and 
moreover 
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As a result of the last inequality, G is q-parabolic if it is p-parabolic, 
and the parabolic index of G can be introduced as the infimum of the 
indices p so that G is p-parabolic (cf. [14]). 

Now we shall exhibit examples of graphs whose Royden p-boundaries 
consist of single points. 

(I) Let G = G1 x G2 be the cartesian product of connected, locally 
finite, and infinite graghs G1 and G2. If G2 satisfies the conditions 
in Proposition 4 for an exponent p(> 1), then the Royden p-boundary 
8Rv(G) consists of a single point. For instance, 8Rv(G1 x zn) = {oo} 
for 1 < p < n. 

(II) Let G = (V, E) be a connected, locally finite, infinite graph. 
Given a subset A of V, we denote by ObA, called the vertex boundary 
of A, the subset of A consisting of points adjacent to those outside of 
A. Let {Vn} be an increasing family of finite subsets of V whose union 
coincides with V. Suppose that the finite subgraphs Bn of G generated 
by Ob Vn are connected and satisfies the following Sobolev type inequality 
(Sv,q) (1 < p < q): 

( ) 
1-pfq 

L lf(x)- flpqf(q-p) :S CDv(f), 
xE8bVn 

where we set f = ExEabvn f(x)flobVnl, l8bVnl stands for the cardinality 
of Ob Vn, and C is a positive constant independent of n. Then we see 
that 8Rv (G) = { oo}. 

We are interested in properties invariant under quasi isometries as 
mentioned in the introduction. In this place, we prove the following 

Theorem 6. Let G = (V, E) and G' = (V', E') be two connected, 
locally finite, infinite graphs with bounded degrees. Suppose that they are 
quasi isometric and let ¢ : (V, da) --+ (V', da') be a quasi isometry. 
Then there exist constants C ~ 1 and C' ~ 0 such that 

(1) ~Rg)(x,y)- C' :<::; Rg}(¢(x),¢(y)) :<::; CRg)(x,y), x,y E V; 

(2) ~Mg)(x)- C' :<::; Mg)(ifi(x)) :<::; CMg)(x), x E V. 

Proof. We recall first that Dp(f o ¢) :::; C1Dp(f) for some constant 
C1 > 0 and every f E L1,P(G'), since the degrees of the graphs are 
uniformly bounded and Rg)(x,y):::; da(x,y)P- 1 holds for all x, y E V 
(see [7] for details). Then it follows that for any pair of points x and y 
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ofV, 

lf(</>(x))- f(</>(y))IP < 0 lf(</>(x))- f(</>(y))IP < 0 R(p)(x ) 
Dp(f) - 1 Dp(f 0 </>) - 1 G 'y . 

This shows that R~)(¢(x),¢(y)) ~ 01R~)(x,y). 
Now we take a quasi isometry 't/J : (V', da') ---t (V, da) such that 

da(x, 't/J(</>(x))) ~ 02 for some constant 02 ;:::: 0 and all x E V. Then 
by the same reason as above, we see that R~)('t/J(</>(x)),'t/J(</>(y))) ~ 
03R~) ( ¢( x), </>(y)) for some constant 0 3 and all x, y E V. Then for 
any u E £ 1 ,p (G) and every pair of points x, y E V, we get 

lu(x)- u(y)IP 
Dp(u) 

< 4p-1 (lu(x)- u('t/J(<P(x)))IP + lu('t/J(<P(x)))- u('t/J(</>(y)))IP 
- Dp(u) Dp(u) 

+ lu('t/J(</>(y)))- u(y)IP) 
Dp(u) 

~ 4P- 1 ( da(x, 't/J( </>(x)))P-1 + R~) ( 't/J( </>(x) ), 't/J( ¢(y))) 

+ da(y, 't/J( </>(y) ))P-1) 

~ 4P0~-1 +4P-103R~)(¢(x),¢(y)). 

Hence we have 

Thus (1) is verified, and (2) can be also derived from the same arguments 
as above. Q.E.D. 

As a corollary of estimate (2), we see that the parabolic index is 
invariant under quasi isometries among the set of connected, locally 
finite, infinite graphs of bounded degrees. This is a result due to Soardi 
and Yamasaki [13]. 

§3. Projections of Royden boundaries 

Since the Royden p-compactification of an infinite network is very 
complicated in general, it will be useful to investigate its projections 
onto some metric spaces. 

Let G = (V, E) be a connected, locally finite and infinite graph and 
r a weight on E. Let (X, dx) be a metric space. Define the Dirichlet 
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sum of order p with weight r of a map ¢ from V to X by 

e=lxy!EE 

dx(¢(x), ¢(y))P 
r(lxyi)P- 1 

Observe that if Dr;p(¢) is finite, then for any Lipschitz continuous func
tion f with Lipschitz constant L on X, the composition f o ¢ belongs to 
L 1·P(G,r) and 

Dr;p(f o ¢) :::::; LP Dr;p(¢). 

Let X be a compactification of X satisfying liminfx-->!:,y-->ry dx(x, y) > 0 
for all~' 77 E oX(= X\ X) with~ i- 71· Then it is easy to see that a map 
¢ : V ---+X with finite Dr;p(¢) extends to a continuous map from the 
Royden p-compactification of (G, r) onto the closure of the image ¢(V) 
in X. 

For instance, considering the identity map I of V as a map of the 
graph to the metric space (V, dca,r)), we see that 

Dp(I):::::; L r(e)P, 
eEE 

so that if the right side is finite, that is, r E LP(E), then I extends to 
a continuous map from 8Rp(G) onto o.C(V, dca,r)), where .C(V, dca,r)) 
stands for the compactification of V associated to the space of bounded 
Lipschitz continuous functions with respect to the distance dca,r)· 

There are certain cases where the compactification .C(V, dca,r)) as 
above play important roles in geometries of the graphs. 

Let 

S(n) = {x E VI da(x, o) = n}, 

E(n) = {lxyl E E I x, y E S(n) or x E S(n), y E S(n- 1)}, 

where n = 1, 2, ... and o is a fixed vertex of G. For a positive constant 
s, we define a weight rs on G by letting rs(e) = exp( -m) if e E E(n). 
Then we have 

00 

Dp(I) :::::; L IE(n)l exp( -spn)(::; +oo), 
n=l 

where IAI denote the cardinality of a finite set A. Let 

. 1 
e(G) =hmsup-logjE(n)I(E [O,+oo)). 

n......_,CX) n 
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Then if e(G) is finite and ps > e(G), then Dv(I) is finite and hence 
the identity map I of V as a map of the graph G to the metric space 
(V,d(c,r)) extends to a continuous map from 8Rv(G) onto 8.C(G,rc:)· 

We shall recall here a basic fact on proper geodesic spaces which are 
hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov: if the metric graph (IGI, d1c1) associ
ated with the graph G is hyperbolic, then there exists c-0 ( G) E (0, +oo] 
such that 8.C(G,rc:) coincides with the Gromov boundary 8H(IGI,dlcl) 
for any positive s < s 0 ( G) ( cf. [6], [4]). 

In addition, we can deduce from simple calculations that the identity 
map induces a homeomorphism between 8Rv( G, r0 ) and 8£( G, rc:) for 
a positive number o less than ( sp - e( G))/ (p - 1). 

Now we consider a finitely generated, infinite, properly discontinu
ous subgroup r of isometries of a proper geodesic space (X, dx ). Fix 
a point o of X and let 'ljJ : r --t X be a map from r into X defined 
by '!j;(g) = g-1 (o), g E f. We take a finite generating set S off with 
S = s- 1 and consider the Cayley graph Gr = (r, Es). First we carry 
out "conformal" changes of the metric of X as in the case of graphs. For a 
positive continuous function w on X, the w-length Lw (c) of an arc-length 

parametrized curve c: [a, b] --t (X, dx) is given by Lw(c) = J: w(c(t))dt. 
Then we define a distance dw ( x, y) between two points x and y of X by 
the infimum of Lw(c) where c ranges over all arc-length parametrized 
curves joining x and y. As in the case of graphs, we are interested in 
the case when We:= exp( -sdx(*, o)), where sis a positive constant and 
o is a fixed point of X. The Dirichlet sum of order p of the map 'ljJ from 
Gr into (X, dwJ is given by Dv('l/J) = I:.gEr,aES dwJ'l/J(g), 'lj;(ag))P. If 

the completion X 6 of the metric space (X, dwe) is compact, the critical 
exponent of r defined by 

e(r) = inf{s > o 1 l::exp(-sdx(o,g(o))) < +oo} 
gEr 

is finite, and sp > e(f), then we can conclude that 'ljJ extends to a 
continuous map of the Royden p-boundary of the Cayley graph Gr onto 
the intersection of the closure of the orbit of r( 0) in XC and the boundary 
ofXc:. 

We refer the reader to [1], [2], [3] and [5] for related topics and 
results. 

§4. Kuramochi compactifications 

In this section, we give two observations on the Kuramochi com
pactifications of infinite graphs. 
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Let G = (V, E) be a connected, locally finite, infinite graph. For a 
positive integer n, we denote by En = (Vn, En) the graph with the set of 
vertices { x, z1, ... , Zn, y} and the set of edges {lxzil, lziyl, i = 1, ... , n }. 
By assigning a positive integer v( e) to each edge e E E and replacing 
each edge e = lxyl E E with the graph Bv(e)' we obtain a connected, 
locally finite, infinite graph Gv = (Vv, Ev), where V is assumed to be a 
subset of Vv. We remark that two metric spaces (V,da) and (Vv,daJ 
are quasi isometric. For p > 1, we introduce a weight function rv;p on 
E defined by rv,p(e) = 2v(e)-l/(p-l) fore E E. Then we get a network 
(G,rv;p) so that the identity map of V extends to a continuous map 
of 8Rp( G) onto 8Rp( G, rv;p)· Moreover the inclusion map of V into Vv 
extends to a homeomorphism between 8Rp ( G, r v;p) and 8Rp ( Gv) which 
induces also a homeomorphism between the Kuramochi p-boundaries 
8JC( G, rv,p) and 8JC( Gv ). 

For instance, we assume that a given graph G = (V, E) is hyperbolic 
in the sense of Gromov and further ps0 (G)- e(G) is positive. Then we 
choose a function v : E -+ z+ such that c- 1 exp((p- 1)m) :::; v(e) :::; 
C exp((p-1)m) if e E E(n) (n = 1, 2, ... ), where Cis a constant greater 
than 1 and s is a positive number less than (ps0 (G) - e( G))/ (p - 1). 
Then it turns out that 8Rp(Gv) is also identified with 8H(IGI, d1a1); in 
addition, if p = 2, then 8R2(Gv) = 8JC2(Gv) = 8H(IGIAal) (cf. [9]). 
The degree of Gv is clearly unbounded. 

Now we are given a connected, locally finite, and infinite graph 
G = (V,E) such that SUPx,yEVR~)(x,y) is finite (see Proposition 5). In 
what follows, we construct a connected, locally finite, infinite graph G* = 

(V*, E*) such that the Kuramochi boundary of G* is homeomorphic to 
the union of the metric graph IGI associated to G and a quotient space 
of the Royden p-boundary of G. 

We first take a family of locally finite, infinite graphs indexed by 
the set of the vertices V of G, { Ga = (Va, Ea) I a E V}, such that the 
Royden p-boundary of G"' consists of a single point Pa for all a E V. 
Secondly we choose a sequence {Pa;n} of vertices in Va tending to Pa for 
each a E V, and then for any edge (a, f3) E E, we connect Va with V,e 

by a family of paths (Ca,e,Eaf3) = {(C~7},E~7}) In= 1,2, ... } joining 
{Pa;n} to {P,a;n}, that is 

dn) _ { _ (n) (n) (n) _ }· 
af3 - Pa;n - x<>f3;0' xa{3;l' . .. 'X af3;r(a,{3;n) - Pf3;n ' 

E (n) _ {( (n) (n) ) I . _ O ( {3· ) } a{3- x<>f3;i'x<>f3;i+l z- ' ... ,r a, ,n -1 ' 
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and the length r( n) of the path ci1 is assumed to satisfy 

00 1 
"""" -1 ~ r(n)P-1 -

for all (a,(J) E E. Set v* = (UaEVVa) u (u(a,6)EECa,a) and E* = 
(UaEa) U (u(a,,6)EEEa,a). Then we can deduce that the resulting graph 
G* = (V*, E*) has the desired properties mentioned above. It is in 
question whether there would be any need to take a quotient space of 
the Royden p-boundary of G. In fact, in case p = 2, the Kuramochi 
boundary of G* is homeomorphic to the union of IGI and 8R2(G)(= 
8K2(G)) (see [9]). We remark that G* is connected at infinity, and 
further that it is of bounded degrees if the degrees of G and all Ga are 
bounded uniformly. 

§5. Riemannian manifolds quasi isometric to hyperbolic space 
forms 

In this section, we construct a Riemannian manifold of dimension 4 
which is quasi isometric to the hyperbolic space form H 3 ( -1) of dimen
sion 3 and admits infinite dimensional space of harmonic functions with 
finite Dirichlet integrals. 

We first define a Riemannian metric on R 4 by using the Hopf map 
from the unite 3-sphere 8 3 onto the unit 2-sphere 8 2 , 1r : 8 3 -----+ 8 2 . 

Let g0 be the standard metric of 8 3 . We choose a vector field ~ on 8 3 

such that 1~1 = 1 and d1r(~) = 0. The tangent vector space of 8 3 , T83 , 

is decomposed into the orthogonal sum T83 = {0REBH. Let w~ be the 
1-form on 8 3 which satisfies w~(~) = 1 and w(H) = 0. Let rJ(r) be a 
smooth function such that rJ(r) = sinh r for 0 ::; r < 1 and rJ(r) = e-br 

for 2 < r, where b is a constant in (0, 2). Then we define a Riemannian 
metric on R 4 by 

Then the Ricci curvature of (R 4 , g'7) is uniformly bounded from be
low; however the volume of unit balls in (R 4 , g'7) tends to zero as r ----+ oo. 
On the other hand, the space of all Dirichlet finite harmonic functions 
on (R 4 , g'l) has infinite dimension. Indeed, Dirichlet finite harmonic 
functions on (R4 , gry) are obtained as follows. Let g1 be the standard 
metric on 8 2 . Given an eigenfunction 1/J associated to an eigenvalue A 
on (82 , g1 ), we let ¢(B) = 'lj!(1r( B)). Let u(r) be the solution of a differen
tial equation ((sinhr) 2 rJ(r)u(r)')'- ArJ(r)u(r) = 0 subject to the initial 
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conditions: u(O) = u'(O) = 0. Then f(r, B) = u(r)¢(8) turns out to be a 
Dirichlet finite harmonic function on (R 4 , g17 ) ( cf. [8]). 

Finally, we define a map ir : R 4 -7 H 3 ( -1) by 

ir: R 4 = [O,oo) x 8 3 ---+ H 3 (-1) = [O,oo) x 82 , ir(r,B) = (r,n(B)). 

Then ir induces a quasi isometry between (R4 ,g17 ) and H 3 (-1). Note 
that H 3 ( -1) admits no nonconstant Dirichlet finite harmonic functions. 
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